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In every individual’s inner consciousness lies his dreams and the things he wants to achieve in life. Even at an early age, he may wish to become somebody; perhaps be a teacher, a doctor or even a janitor. No one can tell what journey awaits ahead and what is there at the end of the road.

At each step in life, meeting different kinds of people who will help, teach or even influence a person in one way or another to shape him in who he will be is already a given. There are those who would teach sharing without expecting something in return. Then there will be those whose influence could provide insights on distinguishing right from wrong when decisions are to be made. It could not be discounted that others could accord lessons on humility, love and respect or even change, beliefs and attitudes to form the person of today.

In one’s existence, there are highest highs and lowest lows. Whatever may be the situation, being with others is inevitable. Human, being a social animal could not forever be with his own company alone. It is, therefore, only fitting to do good in anyway one can, when he can, where he can and how he can. Welcome the bad with the good as this will open the opportunity to grow. Learn to appreciate all things that are received along the way. Use them more meaningfully to be able to say that life is lived in a purposeful way.

Someday, all the impact, lessons, help and guidance acquired today will provide the stepping stones in achieving bigger things that were dreamed of, and there may even be greater things waiting somewhere in the journey. Never lose hope if some dreams do
not get realized. No one holds the key to what is going to happen next. Better rewards may be lurking in the shadows. Someday, just someday.
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